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ABSTRACT With the emergence of information and communication technologies, a large amount of data has
turned available for the organizations, which creates expectations on their value and content for management
purposes. However, the exploratory analysis of available organizational data based on emerging Big Data
technologies are still developing in terms of operative tools for solid and interpretable data description. In this
work, we addressed the exploratory analysis of organization databases at early stages where little quantitative
information is available about their efficiency. Categorical and metric single-variable tests are proposed
and formalized in order to provide a mass criterion to identify regions in forms with clusters of significant
variables. Bootstrap resampling techniques are used to provide nonparametric criteria in order to establish
easy-to-use statistical tests, so that single-variable tests are represented each on a visual and quantitative
statistical plot, whereas all the variables in a given form are jointly visualized in the so-called chromosome
plots. More detailed profile plots offer deep comparison knowledge for categorical variables across the
organization physical and functional structures, while histogram plots for numerical variables incorporate
the statistical significance of the variables under study for preselected Pareto groups. Performance grouping
is addressed by identifying two or three groups according to some representative empirical distribution
of some convenient grouping feature. The method is applied to perform a Big-Data exploratory analysis
on the follow-up forms of Spanish Red Cross, based on the number of interventions and on a by-record
basis. Results showed that a simple one-variable blind-knowledge exploratory Big-Data analysis, as the one
developed in this paper, offers unbiased comparative graphical and numerical information that characterize
organizational dynamics in terms of applied resources, available capacities, and productivity. In particular,
the graphical and numerical outputs of the present analysis proved to be a valid tool to isolate the underlying
overloaded or under-performing resources in complex organizations. As a consequence, the proposedmethod
allows a systematic and principled way for efficiency analysis in complex organizations, which combined
with organizational internal knowledge could leverage and validate efficient decision-making.

INDEX TERMS Big Data, machine learning, organization management, organization efficiency,
prediction model.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Red Cross is an international organization whose activ-
ities focus on preventing and mitigating suffering through

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Alberto Cano.

humanitarian action to support the victims of armed conflicts
and natural disasters, as well as on preventive actions to
promote social welfare and quality of life [1]. According
to its 2017 Annual Report, Red Cross in Spain (CRE, from
Cruz Roja Española in Spanish) had over 200,000 vol-
unteers throughout the country, organized in local centers.
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Their offered services were divided into specific action plans
for social intervention, focused on care and employment for
vulnerable groups, youth, environment, healthcare, and care
for people in need of relief and in emergencies. In each
action plan, CRE collects information on all the interventions
undertaken in its local centers [2]. This information is usually
stored in a repository managed by CRE, and the stored data
include the center, the action plan, the type and subtype of
intervention, the responsible staff, sociological data on the
person or group for whom the action was designed, and data
related to the intervention performance, including starting
and ending dates and the use of resources. These data have
been recorded over the years and they represent today a
source of information that can be exploited to draw conclu-
sions and help CRE to improve its organizational processes
and to optimize its resource efficiency.

In a more general context, we can say today that Big-Data
technologies have emerged and developed rapidly in recent
years [3], and they are showing the potential to extract rel-
evant information from large amounts of data in a number
of fields [4]. The review from several state-of-art related
works in the next section indicates that this is a growing
field, whereas still a principled approach is to be developed.
In 2013, the American Red Cross already had underlined the
opportunities in the application of Big-Data technologies and
techniques to assess the needs of humanitarian aid efforts [5].

Accordingly, in the present study we analyzed how to
exploit organization databases in the early stages of their
analysis towards an efficient implementation of Big-Data sys-
tems [5]. In these early stages, when little quantitative infor-
mation is available about their efficiency, it is recommended
to screen the database through simple, yet statistically-
founded methods. This has at least three main advantages.
First, data quality and database management are paid special
attention by the owner organizations after any systematic data
screening, as this works as a reminder bringing again into
scene the expected relevance of the accumulated data [6].
Second, univariate descriptions in large databases are highly
informative by themselves when accumulating in large num-
bers of recordings. And finally, the detailed knowledge about
the single-variable nature and its screening yields a solid
basement for subsequent higher-level multivariate analysis.

Therefore, categorical and metric single-variable tests are
proposed and formalized in this work to provide a mass
criterion that can identify regions in organization forms with
clusters of relevant variables. Following previously devel-
oped methodology and experience [7], [8], nonparametric
bootstrap resampling is used to establish the statistical tests,
each single-variable test is represented on a visual statistical
plot, and all the variables in each form are jointly visualized in
the so-called chromosome representation. Themethod is used
to perform a Big-Data exploratory analysis on the follow-up
forms of CRE, based on the number of interventions and from
a by-record basis.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section I, Back-
ground, a contextual reference summarize some relevant

works in the field. In Section II, Theoretical Proposal,
the basis of the proposed screening analysis are presented,
including the use of proportion and mean difference tests,
and their application for performance analysis in the absence
of specific quality measurements for the intervention record-
ings. In Section III, Organization Description and Database,
the NGO structure and the assembled database are described.
Two result sections are presented in the paper. Section IV,
Results Obtained on CRE Big Data, includes a detailed
and methodological description of the experiments and the
structure of the outputs, including their graphical interpre-
tation. Section V specifically shows and describes the final
results on the database through the mentioned methodol-
ogy on the pre-defined view-model of the Humanitarian
Organization. Finally, Section VI, Discussion and Conclu-
sion, draws the principal conclusions and presents a basic
discussion.

II. BACKGROUND
A growing amount of academical and applied systems have
been proposed in order to optimize the organization manage-
ment from very different viewpoints, strategies, and problem
statements based on their currently available large databases
[4], [9]. Emergency organizations have already started to
scrutinize their available activity recordings in order to opti-
mize their efficiency in several dimensions [10]. A system
has been delivered that uses Big-Data-based statistical infor-
mation to analyze the emergency rescue services offered by
hospitals [11], and it provides the responsible managers with
a way to identify shortcomings in the performance of emer-
gency rescue operations and to reveal opportunities for opti-
mization. A theory has been stated on the needs of emergency
response organizations in order to develop their collabora-
tive capacity, based on two large-impact emergency events,
namely, the 2004 Asian Tsunami and the 2008 Wenchuan
Earthquake, with data provided by the Taiwan Red Cross
organization [12]. This study sheds light on the field of disas-
ter management, while authors acknowledge and point out a
number of factors than Red Cross should examine before gen-
eralizing these results when confronting a disaster situation
in different natural disasters, different medical organizations
(structure, number of doctors), different country infrastruc-
tures and population, or technological developments, among
many others [12].

The practical application of knowledge discovery in
databases technology to engineer project management has
been scrutinized, ranging from management difficulties to
optimization of engineering project management and to
project progress control [13]. A system has been described
which uses Big-Data based statistics to analyze questionnaire
data and to evaluate the formation of the project management
system, including the administrative system, its organiza-
tion, and its process control [14]. A documentation infras-
tructure has been proposed to improve project management,
project execution, and team communication, consisting of
a documentation model and a supporting environment to
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capture, store, and retrieve knowledge from organization
databases [15]. The application of data mining techniques
has been also applied to create a risk management system
that can help to make the right decisions faster and more
accurately [16]. Specifically in the education sector, a study
was carried out based on data mining of statistical data
for effective educational project management, better edu-
cational policies, and improvement in educational learning
strategies [17].

In the healthcare environment, we can find many different,
yet concurrent approaches to exploit Data Science and Big-
Data analytics in order to improve the organization efficiency
from the available electronic and health recordings. For
example, an intensive care unit readmission prediction model
has been described [18] to admit patients into intensive care
units based on an automatic learning technique, in which the
variables available in the inhospital health record are used in
real time. A decision support tool has been introduced based
on a data mining system for simulation and optimization in
an emergency department in Kuwait [19], with real data that
were gathered for 24 working hours and allowed to reduce
hospital expenses and provide better treatment to patients.
A complete framework has been presented [20] based on
a simulation model and a practical methodology for iden-
tifying bottlenecks in the interface between the emergency
department and the hospital ward. The model considered the
relationship among patient urgency, treatment, availability,
and the occurrence of waits for treatment.

Other fields are also starting to analyze the scope of the
Big-Data exploitation of their organization forms. In the
criminology field, several systems have been highlighted
that used Big-Data-based crime statistics to build crime pre-
diction strategies, which could help to reduce the amount
of crimes [21]. In the textile industry, the varying effec-
tiveness of data-mining techniques has been described [22],
showing that classification techniques are of greater interest
than clustering techniques to solve problems in this area,
whereas some more steps are still needed to build efficient
predictive systems. New techniques have also been proposed
which can be used with such datasets and subsequently
applied to discrete variable multi-objective problems related
to production systems [23]. In the electricity industry, a data
mining statistical tool has been created that can download,
parse, and store data from electricity-market operator web-
sites, to ensure that stored data are constantly updated and
reliable [24].

The method expanded in the present work was partially
used in [8] to analyze data from 10 years in the telecommuni-
cation network of the Spanish high-power electric network,
and it made evident non-trivial statistical shapes in the data
distribution reflecting the implicit maintenance behaviour,
while highlighting the significantly relevant features from the
usual maintenance reporting forms.

To sum up, the need of processing raw data and explor-
ing valuable and potentially useful information obtained
from them has arisen in many areas of science [25], [26],

medicine [27], engineering [28], marketing [29], and phar-
maceutical [30], among many others [7]. Today information
technology applications analyze data and convert them to
valuable knowledge in an efficient way. However, few sys-
tematic analysis are still available to deal with heterogeneous
and large databases made by forms.

III. THEORETICAL PROPOSAL
A database of intervention recordings in an organization for
society attention can be seen as a multidimensional data
structure, often corresponding to a SQL structured type.
Sometimes a map-reduce based solution can be fruitful in
order to extract useful information from queries on the origi-
nal database in an embarrassingly parallel way [31], which
can be helpful in most of the possible data arrangements.
If we denote the set of interventions in a database as {C i, i =
1, · · · , I }, the data structure for each intervention can be
seen as given by a concatenation of J features, denoted as
{Fj, j = 1, · · · J}. Often we will have S form sheets from
different views of the multidimensional cube, denoted as
{F s, s = 1, · · · , S}.

On the other hand, our database often will have form fields
with different types. Let us assume that each feature can
belong to one type in a set of different possible data types.
Two of the most usual feature types are categorical and metric
(denoted here as C and M, respectively). A hybrid-vector
notation can be established to work with similar statistical
descriptions and vector descriptions, which is presented here
to support the univariate statistical description of the form
features in the database. Similar notations have been estab-
lished and used before in Big-Data applications for event
detection in telecontrol electric networks and for tourism
management [7], [8]. If we can previously identify two differ-
ent groups of interventions, wewill be able to generate similar
statistical tests and we can then use a vector representation
supporting the detection of statistical differences in features
from a form.

On the one hand, be Fj a metric variable, then denoted
by Mj. Its probability density function (pdf) [32] is denoted
as fMj (Mj). Sometimes we can use some convenient crite-
rion to establish two groups in the interventions, denoted as
G1 and G2. The conditional distributions for this variable
fulfill

fMj (Mj) = P(G1)fMj (Mj|G1)+ P(G2)fMj (Mj|G2) (1)

where P(G1),P(G2) are the a priori probabilities of the
interventions in each group. Each conditional density has its
own distribution parameters, and without loss of generality,
we denote their conditional mean, deviation, and pdf shape
(for example, presence of multimodality of heavy tails) as
follows,

mG1
j , mG2

j (2)

σ
G1
j , σ

G2
j (3)

fMj (Mj|G1), fMj (Mj|G2) (4)
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We can define their group differences and use them as statistic
measurements, i.e.,

1mj = mG1
j − m

G2
j (5)

1σj = σ
G1
j − σ

G2
j (6)

1fMj = fMj (Mj|G1)− fMj (Mj|G2) (7)

so that they can be readily used to make statistical tests to
detect significant differences in the two intervention groups.

On the other hand, be Fj a variable with Fj.type = C,
then denoted by Cj. This variable can have a set of possible
values or categories among a discrete set, which is Fj.value =
{vjk , k = 1, · · · ,Kj}, and where Kj is the number of possible
categories for variable Cj. The probability mass density (pmf)
of that categorical variable is given by P(vjk ), which is the
proportion of this category in a set of observed interventions.
Its two-group conditional probabilities are

P(vjk |G1), P(vjk |G2) (8)

We can define a convenient statistic with their pmf differ-
ences,

1P(vjk ) = P(vjk |G1)− P(v
j
k |G2) (9)

and its category differences can be grouped in a feature vector,

1pj = [1P(vj1), · · · ,1P(v
j
Kj )]

T (10)

This test can be used to analyze date-type features, in terms
of week day, month day, month, and year. In order to obtain
efficiently these tests, a bootstrap resampling procedure can
be applied over all the computed counts for each feature and
category at hand, as described for example in [8].

The above elements give a detailed and vast amount of sta-
tistical information about the database, still its visualization
is complex because of the variety of data types in the different
forms. Further advantage can be taken from the statistical
notation and methods previously established, as follows. For
the sth form, let us assume that we have JM metric variables,
and the statistical tests for the jth feature is in a row vector,

1rj = [1mj,1sj] (11)

We can define the chromosome representation of this form
as the concatenation of vectors with the statistical difference
markers for all the metric and all the categorical features,
as follows:

1c =
[ JM⋃
j=1

1rj,
JC⋃
j=1

1pj
]

(12)

where
⋃

denotes the row vector concatenation operator.
This chromosome representation gives an overview of the
relevance of each feature in each form sheet, which can
be reinforced by using graphical joint representation of the
bootstrap significance tests previously calculated. The pdf
shape in metric features is not included in the chromosome,
as previous works show the convenience of analyzing them
separately.

In early stages of a Big-Data screening on a database, some
a priori criterion can be missing in order to establish two
groups. We inspired here in two possible criteria to establish
them in these circumstances, namely, the Pareto principle and
the Six-Sigma principle. In short, the Pareto principle estab-
lishes that in some processes, roughly the 30% of the causes
are responsible for roughly the 70% of the effects, and vice-
versa. This can be related with the acceptable assumption of
an underlying exponential distribution in this process. Let
us assume that one of the fields in the intervention of the
database is an agent of the intervention in wide sense, for
instance, a working division or its manager, a geographical
location, an end-user, or some other suitable one. We denote
this set of agents as Cg, which corresponds to the gth categor-
ical variable, and then its pmf is Pg(v

g
k ). We can now define a

threshold K − 0, in such a way that

K0∑
k=1

Pg(v
g
k ) ≤ e

−1 (13)

and then define the groups as follows,

G1 = {v
g
k/k ≤ K0} and G2 = {v

g
k/k > K0} (14)

This way, G1 (G2) represents the set of the categories in
the organization which have a larger (smaller) number of
interventions, and the performance criterion is this number
of interventions itself. This should be obviously taken with
caution as a performance criterion, because factors such as
cost or quality are not necessarily associated to the number,
but they still can represent a starting point. A more refined
approach can be given inspired by the Six-Sigma principles,
which work with the two tails of statistical distributions.
We can establish two thresholds, K1 and K2, with K1 < K2,
and three groups,

Ga = {v
g
k/k ≤ K1}, (15)

Gb = {v
g
k/K1 < k ≤ K2} (16)

Gc = {v
g
k/k > K2} (17)

In this case, Gb can be considered as the usual performance
in terms of number of interventions, whereas Ga (Gc) should
be considered the top-performers (the low-performers) with
respect to the intermediate group, and pairs of comparisons
can be done to identify the relevant features characterizing the
top- ( the low-) performers with respect to the intermediate
by making G1 = Ga and G2 = Gb (G1 = Gc and
G2 = Gb). This nomenclature should again be taken with
caution when driving conclusions, but it will useful here to
follow the analysis.

IV. ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION AND DATABASE
CRE is organized on the basis of a pyramidal structure where
the activity unit is found in Local Assemblies, so-called loca-
tions hereafter. The structure presents several consolidation
levels in terms of management and coordination activities,
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FIGURE 1. Functional and operational organization of spanish red cross. This picture shows the CRE structure including
actions as well as intertwine human resources perspective of volunteers and employees.

namely, Provincial offices, Autonomous offices, and Cen-
tral Office. Provincial Offices act as a support and manage-
ment body for the Local Assemblies, among other functions.
Above the Provincial Offices, and with a similar structure to
them, are the Autonomous Offices. And finally, the Central
Office at national level consolidates the activity developed by
the entire organization in all the national territory.

A. ACTION PLAN AND MANAGEMENT MODEL
If thewords organization andmanagement are directly related
to the operational planning of the activity to be developed,
then we can say that the Red Cross approaches it by fol-
lowing the Action Plan Model. This model obeys to a strict
process and structure, starting with the Mission and the
Vision of the organization, and right after establishing a four-
year Strategic Plan. This Strategic Plan includes all gen-
eral and specific objectives to be developed over the term,
as well as key initiatives and priorities. Taking this infor-
mation into account, the derived key performance indicators
(KPI) cross the boundaries of the planning phase and become
the basic elements for permanent monitoring, as they are
meant to be the main variables that match the effective activ-
ity. These variables are the most relevant ones as they will
allow the management to evaluate the impact of strategies
and the efficiency of organization structures over the years.
Accordingly, these variables are the focus of this work for
their fundamental managerial value.

Under the perspective of the real efforts of volunteers
and professionals, the humanitarian institution built a con-
ceptual tree-structure, where the atomic unit is the Action.
This Action stands for the effective activity that is supposed
to be performed by the volunteers or by the professional
staff. Actions are then framed into Projects, and Projects are
turned intoProgramswhen aggregated. Finally,Programs are
consolidated into Plans or Schemes (see Fig. 1). It can be
pointed that, since Actions are the atom of the real activity,
this information undertakes a relevant part of the database,
so that the analysis of such structured information should
be scrutinized in detail. This way of structuring the activity
is parallel to the way the organization is internally shaped,
giving birth to a Business Unit, or more precisely speaking
in this case, to Activity Units. For organization accountability
throughout this tree, it becomes a good way of exploring the
reality as it very much relates to physically separated groups
of people, as well as to processes and eventually also to assets
within the organization.

In order to offer a clear picture of the actions and how
they spread over the effective activity, we can illustrate that
in the same way that in physics a limited number of different
types of atoms pack together to give birth to all the existing
materials, in the Red Cross we have less than two tens of
different types of actions that are combined to create all the
existing real activities carried out by volunteers and profes-
sionals. These basic actions are in some cases, but not always,
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structured by Type and by Subtype for a better consolidation
and a more comprehensive representation. All these activities
are present throughout a cross-sectional organization view in
all the departments and in all the activity units.

Following the above mentioned view, the reader could con-
sider that an organizational model based on departments and
actions is far from the modern conceptualization of efficient
organizations. New organizations are more shaped or based
on processes, or even at present times, in departments accord-
ing to knowledge units. Therefore, it could be erroneously
concluded that the organization and activity has not evolved
over the years to accommodate to the very today. However,
the organization has taken all the necessary steps to improve
its efficiency and it is currently operating in a process-
management model. Still, the extensive databases of an
organization with over 150 years, which serves to more of
5 million people only in Spain, requires the existence of a
solid ans steady support system for its activity. This rep-
resents an almost-deeply hardwired-shaped database that
allows a real-time and non-stop operation in an always chang-
ing reality. Looking almost a paradox, the organization makes
it possible through this rock-solid underlying data structure,
which has been maintained over the years with a steady
structural model that allows its analysis, supervision, and
improvement, based on common structures over the years.
Maintaining such a database structure is not against develop-
ing activity processes, but instead it serves to keep working
fluid a real-knowledge based organization.

B. VOLUNTEERS, REFERENTS, AND PARTICIPANTS
Red Cross is an organization of volunteers, where the activity
is carried out essentially by them. But the special charac-
teristics and profile of the volunteers themselves (such as
not 24 × 7 availability), or some times the lack of specific
professional skills, force the organization to also incorpo-
rate professionals under its payroll. In this scenario, it is
necessary to characterize the activity carried out by each
of these groups to better organize the activity and also
to ensure the institutional essence of remaining a volun-
teer organization, and not just an organization with some
volunteers.

The real and basic activity or actions are expected to be
done byVolunteers, whereas coordination and special activity
could then be performed by hired professionals or by vol-
unteers. This needed coordination is performed by a special
profile of members, so-called the Referents, and regardless
they are volunteers or professionals under a payroll, they
assume the responsibility over a group of people receiving
help and over the volunteers working with them.

Finally, in order have the full picture of the organization
and of the people involved, the objective pursued by the Red
Cross is to serve individual people who require assistance
from the organization. These people served or helped by the
Red Cross are referred to as Participants in this study, being
the axis on which all the activity rotates and the ultimate goal
for the entire organization (see Fig. 1).

C. DATABASE DESCRIPTION
The huge database of the organization advises the realiza-
tion of a first study bounded in terms of the number of
records for an efficient management and modelling, in such
a way that the results obtained for the restricted analysis
in this study can be later extended and refined. Therefore,
the present study considered the records of the activities of
years 2014 to 2017 of the humanitarian organization in two
Spanish provinces selected as representative of the organi-
zation. A total of 57 local assemblies or locations are part
of the two provinces, and the location variable is one of the
key elements of analysis in this study. The complex structure
of the organization and the activity makes it difficult to find
a single view of the database providing the necessary infor-
mation and framework for the proposed analysis, so that the
information was structured in 4 tables according to the work
perspective, which repeat (or not) some variables for better
by-part analysis.

The first table was related to the Referents, and it contained
the structured data around the referring field. It included the
activity developed by each of the 504 referents of these two
provinces. In this case, the table contained the following cat-
egorical variables: province, location, program plan, project,
action type, and action sub-type. The table also incorporated
the numerical variables year, number of participants, and
number of interventions.

The second table showed the activity from the point of
view of the Participants. In addition to all the aforementioned
information, the table conveyed all the categorical or numer-
ical demographic information, such as sex, collective, postal
code, language, type of home, or family situation, among
many others. This table contained about 250,000 records.

The third table presented the view of the Person who
performs the action, and in addition to the categorical
and numerical information collected in the Referent table,
it incorporated singularly relevant information in this regard.
This is the case of categorical variables such as the day of the
week in which the activity is carried out, whether the person
performing the activity is volunteer or professional, or the
date and time for the activity is carried out, among others.

The last table conveyed the activity carried out according
to the activity nature itself, and it is called the Action table.
The actions were collected here in a consolidated manner by
activities, also consolidating the participants’ view, but not
from the referent or volunteer view. This table picked up again
the variables of the referring table, accumulating in the same
way that in the activity table those categorical variables of the
date, time, day of the week for the activity, or the voluntary
character or not of the person who performed the action.

V. RESULTS OBTAINED ON CRE BIG DATA
In this section we present the results of the implemented
Big-Data model on the previously described database. For
this purpose, the specific notation and proportion model
are exhibited. Then, the observed organizational and pro-
ductive models are classified, for a more suitable mapping
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FIGURE 2. Histogram of the realizations (bar graph), cumulative of realizations (line graph), together with separation of the
groups described in the text (vertical lines). Interventions are weighted in terms of the number of users each one reaches in
the society.

of organizational reality, both in the categorical and in the
numerical variables. After that, the results themselves are
summarized in the later subsections.

A. NOMENCLATURE AND DATA MODEL DESCRIPTION
The data model used for the analysis was analyzed with a
three-group structure, according to the histogram of interven-
tions. Rather than the interventions themselves, each inter-
vention was weighted according to the number of users it
affected. The three groups were established for K1 = 0.40
and K2 = 0.80. A an example, if we consider for instance
the categorical variable Activities and the table under study is
Referents, then the three groups are structured in such a way
that, once the database is sorted decreasingly: (a) The first
group incorporates all the first set of Referents and Activities
adding up to the 40% of the total activities weighted by
the number of users; (b) The second group incorporates the
sequentially registered Referents that inject up to the total
the next 40% of the weighted activities; And (c) the third
group will be considered as the remaining up to the 100%
of the weighted activities registered. Hence, in this case we
can state that the first group, from now on identified as G1,
includes the top-performers in terms of activities developed
that from an aggregated point of view consolidate the 40% of
the total effort. As shown in Fig.2, G1 includes the Referents
producing from about 60,000 up to 15,000 activities-user, G2
includes the Referents raising from 15,000 to 9,000 activities-
user, and G3 includes all the remaining ones.

In general terms and from an organizational and business
perspective, we could consider the Ga group as the Top
Performers, Gb as the Standard, and Gc as the set of Under-
performers. It is important to point out that this nomenclature
should not be understood in the business sense in this exam-
ple, nor in others, due to several reasons:
• Diversity of consolidated activities. Present cross-
sectional work incorporates, without distinction, activ-
ities such as the delivery of food to vulnerable people,
which might be considered as easily extensive in
terms of function and with low intensity in terms of
efforts. Caution has to be taken when comparing this
to other actions, such as the employment training and

re-qualification programs, as these often involve several
months and thousands of hours of effort but they are
considered as one single action or activity.

• Diversity of Referent Profiles. This humanitarian orga-
nization of volunteers also has professionals who some-
times concentrate, at least formally, in the referencing
function as they are always present. But in other cases,
especially in smaller locations, this profile is covered
exclusively by volunteer staff, as no professional is
available for such function.

• Volunteer Availability.By the same token, in cases where
the Referent function is covered by Volunteers, there is
no fixed number of hours each of them can devote, there-
fore, this role might sometimes be distributed among a
variable number of the Referents.

Therefore, the characterization under these denominations
should be understood as a way of conceptualizing in order to
argue, discuss, and elaborate on the different models, but not
to define any punitive or rewarding character among these
three groups. In the same way that a worker who spends
40 hours a week cannot be rewarded for having a large
number of activities under his reference function, it is not
intended to underestimate the activity of volunteers who use
their time and devotion to attend and help the most vulnerable
people. On the contrary, this classification should help us to
understand, and if it was case also to improve, the organiza-
tional efficiency and the use of resources in order to facilitate
the best working environment while maximizing the activity.

For a better resolution, we often used logarithmic units
when representing metric variables, and for mathematical
consistency and illustrative purposes, the null values were
replaced by 0.1 prior to this operation, so that they could be
readily observed in the numeric variable distribution panel.
As mentioned before, categories and subcategories of vari-
ables were treated equally in this study as they have equiva-
lent meaning with different aggregation level.

B. REPRESENTATION OF CATEGORICAL VARIABLES
For the representation of the results with categorical
variables we used 3-dimensional (3D) plots where the
three mentioned profiles and their statistical comparative
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FIGURE 3. Example of profile plots for Referents in terms of location
categories. (a) Example of the Profile-Plot for the three representative
profiles of this categorical variable. The representation of Referent table
by locations for both provinces are here combined. (b) Overhead or 2D
Profile-Plot for the same example categorical variable. This view yields a
clear perspective of the different models, as the name of the locations
appears in the predominant corresponding side. The text before the G1
vertical line reflects the predominance of G1 vs G2, whereas the text to
the left of the G2 vertical line shows the prevalence of G2 vs G1. A similar
reading of the situation can be done if the text is located on the right of
G2 (of G3), which express the predominance of G2 over G3 (of G3
over G2) in that category.

behaviour are shown. In this representation, the normalized
and weighted number of times that the categorical vari-
able appears are presented on the z−axis. In the x−axis,
the Ga,Gb, and Gc groups are represented, whereas on the
y−axis the comparative variable is represented, sorted from
the highest to the lowest prevalence of its categories. This
representation shows the predominance over groups for each
of the categorical variables. In order to provide a better
understanding and a comprehensive scenario of the represen-
tation, several examples are presented next. Figure 3 shows
an example of this 3D representation (in Panel (a)), and the
same example but from an overhead or zenith perspective

(Panel (b)). In order to identify this type of plot among others
included in this work, we will refer to it as the Profile-
Plot, and it represents either the 2D or the 3D plot of the
three Representative Profiles simultaneously in one single
figure. Different data patterns can be scrutinized with this
representation, which are summarized next.
Dissociated Pattern. In the particular case of a selected

categorical variable, such as the Location variable, high val-
ues of G1 vs G2 in a given table (such as activities) indicate
that the Top-Performers group is predominant in this location
compared to those considered as Standard. Similarly, a G3
with significantly higher values than G2 indicate in that same
location that the group of Under-Performers are predomi-
nant vs the standard. Consequently, if both circumstances are
simultaneously present, it could be interpreted as the exis-
tence of a dissociated reality of two clearly separated groups
of referents in terms of their productivity. This reality must
be considered relevant for the analysis because it supposes
the existence of clearly separated needs between both groups,
therefore, depending on the volume of people in these groups
they could demand the need to establish special policies,
both to address this reality or to correct it. In any case, this
kind of pattern is considered more than relevant form an
organizational perspective.
Normalized Pattern. Following a similar analysis, in the

case of a categorical variable in which the G2 is clearly supe-
rior to its precedent (G1) and to its subsequent (G3), this could
indicate a broadly normalized reality in the environment of
the activity, with values close to the standard in that location.
Overloaded Pattern. In another possible organizational

pattern for the case of dichotomous variables, we can find the
result of having a much higher proportion of Top-Performers
(G1) compared to the rest of the groups. This would indicate
in our example for a specific Location a strong concentration
of activities in some few Referents. It is necessary to note
that this reality is not an isolated analysis, but instead it
is the result of statistical comparative analysis with all the
locations, meaning that this kind of result will be statistically
relevant and it should be carefully analyzed after. We point
out again that the analysis does not indicate an operational
malfunctioning, but rather a differential situation with respect
to the statistically consolidated and normalized data.
Participatory Pattern. The existence of a high predom-

inance of the Under-Performers in front of the other two
groups will illustrate the statistical presence of a very high
group of G3 participants who share the carried-out activities.
Note that it is precisely at this point that the aforementioned
descriptive nomenclature becomes patent, since the exis-
tence of a high number of Under-Performers reveals positive
aspects such as the existence of many of them. This fact is
something that the humanitarian organization pursues, since
the impulse of many volunteers in the various activities brings
balance and soundness to the model. This being true, it could
also incorporate negative aspects to the contrary, if tailored
tools are not in place to manage it, such as communications
training. But as we were informed by the organization, this
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is a more than desirable challenge as it should be the funda-
mental role of professionals in the payroll of volunteer-based
organizations.

To end-up with these descriptive patterns, just recall that
this classification is not intended to be a qualifier or dis-
qualifier of any organization, but rather it aims to give a
descriptive representation of special or singular situations
present in that organization, which should allow a credited
and subsequent analysis for a proper management and the
proposal of principled initiatives for improvement.

C. REPRESENTATION OF NUMERICAL VARIABLES
As stated in the theory section, the numerical variables are
represented in terms of their mean and standard deviation of
the statistical differences of their group values. In this setting,
a representation with logarithmic transformation of such a
difference can characterize the variable under study visually
and quantitatively. Accordingly, and for example the Top-
Performers or G1 vs the Standard or G2, if the logarithmic
histogram (i.e., its 95% confidence interval) overlaps the
zero value, this indicates that there is no significant differ-
ence between the number of elements of that variable that
participate in one and another group. On the other hand,
if the histogram of the mean difference does not overlap zero,
it denotes a preponderance in one of the groups.

Figure 4 shows an example of this representation corre-
sponding to the number of participants, as a numerical vari-
able, and the statistical distribution of the decimal logarithm
of the difference between the number of volunteers between
G1 and G2 (up) and between G3 and G2 (down). In the
first case the distributions of the differences in mean and
in standard deviation do not overlap zero, indicating that
significant differences are statistically detected, and more,
that both statistics (mean and standard deviation) are larger
in G2 group. The upper panel shows positive significant dif-
ferences in the mean and in the standard deviation, showing
that the Top-Performers present a higher number of partici-
pants than the Standard group. We can state that the selected
numeric variable is statistically predominant or not in the
defined group when the analysis of the differences between
the two groups does not overlap the zero, and the histogram
occupy the consistent side. Note finally that the complete
histograms of the numerical variable, as well as its estimated
difference band (in grey) are represented in order to give
a comprehensive description of the distribution in the two
groups under comparison, beyond only the mean and the
standard deviation.

D. CHROMOSOME PLOTS
In addition, a wider view of the relevant information in
the database could be exhibited through a bit more com-
plex but interesting plot, jointly including all the categori-
cal and all the numerical variables from a given data table.
This plot represents a database perspective, as it displays
all of the variables sequentially in terms of their differ-
ences between two groups. The compared groups are usually

FIGURE 4. Example of statistical tests for numerical variables. In each
panel, the left column represents the two distributions for the variable in
each group (normalized to unit area and normalized with respect to the
a priori probabilities of the groups, on the top and medium panel),
as well as the difference between these distributions and their
confidence bands in gray (bottom panel). Dashed vertical red lines
denote the band region where significant differences are found in the
group-conditional pdf profiles. An example is shown for the number of
participants in top-performer vs standard groups (a) and in
low-performers vs standard groups (b).

G1 or G3 (Top-performers or Low-performers) compared vs
G2 (Standard).
An example of this representation can be seen in Fig. 5 for

both provinces (A and B) included in this analysis. What is
interesting about this view is that this plot can be uniquely
linked to each province or location, and it reflects the profile
of the activity performed under the statistical perspective,
allowing to establish similarities and differences among dif-
ferent provinces as a door-key shape.

VI. RESULTS ON THE DIFFERENT VIEWS
Based on the aforementioned statistical analysis tools, a num-
ber of circumstances can be scrutinized on the different
views or tables and the set of variables represented in each
of them. Below are the most relevant results for these views.

A. REFERENT VIEW
The Referent View table consolidates all the actions by Refer-
ent. This view combines into a single registry all the activities
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FIGURE 5. Examples of chromosome plots. (a) Representation of the chromosome plot on referent view for
province A (top) and for province B (down). The comparisons of groups are depicted for all the
aforementioned elements in terms of their probability differences (in blue), namely, for categorical variables
location, scheme, program, project, action, type, and subtype. On an additional right vertical axis, numerical
variables (in orange) are characterized in terms of their difference of means and standard deviations. Circles
indicate significant differences are obtained in those variables or categories. Gray and white shadowed
regions indicate the different variables to be distinguished from their neighbors.

carried out under the umbrella of a single Referent within
a specific Program and Project. In other words, all those
activities with the very same Action, Type, and Subtype,
under the responsibility of a given Referent, are stored as one
single record. According to this view, the main results were
as follows. Larger locations in terms of activity often showed
a Dissociated Pattern profile, with the exception of the largest
one in each province. This last one corresponded to the always
singular situations of the capital of that province, which con-
centrates a high number of employees reshaping the standard
local behaviour and showed a Normalized Pattern. On the
other hand, in those locations with lower intensity of the
activity, the Overloaded Pattern was highly predominating,
both in the Top-Performers and in the Standard groups, as it
can be seen in Fig. 3 (b).

Regarding the analysis of the categorical variable Plan
(or Scheme, as displayed in Fig. 6, left), this variable has
also a great reflection in its subcategories Program and
Project (corresponding with subcategorizations of each plan).
The Normalized Pattern predominates in a number of plans,
with some singular exception which presents a Dissociated
Pattern. This variable also highlights the existence of the
Participatory Pattern especially in the most active programs.
When this singularity arose during conversations with the
humanitarian institution, it was accepted as the special reality
of this one. Accordingly, the results showed the good perfor-
mance of the developed method, recognizing this outlier as
a special well-known situation. In the case of the categorical
variable Programs, it is necessary to note the existence of two
highly active programs, Programs 12 and 3, whose patterns
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FIGURE 6. 3D representation of referents-view over variable
Schemes (up), and over variable action type (down).

stand out both for their breadth and intensity, and for their
overload in the Top-10 group of performers. Regarding the
variable Actions (see Fig. 6, right), the Normalized Pattern
stands out, except for the Monitoring activities, which are
strongly linked to telephone activities and present an Over-
loaded Pattern. Regarding numerical variables, we can point
out the behavior of Uniform Patterns both for the case of
the volunteers and for the participants, where the prepon-
derance of the Standard group stands out in front of the
Top-Performers and of the Under-Performers.

An example of chromosome plots of G1 vs G2 for the
Referent View can be seen in Fig. 5 for provinces A and B.
As earlier mentioned, this plot offers an interesting perspec-
tive as it gives a holistic representation of the organization
activity in the area of analysis. In particular for our example,
we can readily observe the following points. Information
can be extracted by the length of the abscissa axis, as it
represents the number of different items that are available
for each analyzed variable. It is clear in this setting that
province B incorporates a much wider range of activities,
going up to 550, whereas province B barely reaches 350,
which is almost halve of it. A deeper analysis can be seen
in the profile for every type of present variable, and how the
visual profile identified each province and the activity on an
almost unique way. In order just to explore the potential of
this perspective for the humanitarian organization, we can
see that for the variable Project both provinces have a similar

shape in those projects occupying the last positions, which
corresponds to projects with a lower number of Referents.
For this segment, the Standardized Pattern G2 is reproduced.
But if we look at the projects with larger number of refer-
ents, a much larger predominance of G1 (Top-performers) is
present in province A. It is also significant than in province B
there is one single project with unparalleled predominance of
Top-performers. This situation will probably require a review
to understand if it is justified for any reason. According
to members of the organization, in this particular case it
corresponds to a project that is very specific to the province,
as this one contributes not only to the province but also to
other regions. It is also interesting at this point to indicate
that, depending on the specific sorting of the abscissa axis,
the perspective and comparison within each variable could
offer additional outlooks.

B. PARTICIPANT VIEW
The Participant View included the absolute complete
database, and it incorporated up to about a quarter of million
records (more than 256,000). This table incorporates each
action carried out with a participant in a separate record.
Therefore, it is the most complete view that will allow to
consolidate all the information available for the analysis.
In this case, group G1 corresponded with the accumulated
25% of the actions, group G2 to 63%, and group G3 to the
remaining ones. These ranges correspond in this case with
performance in terms of activities per participant, from 23 to 7
in G1, from 6 to 4 in G2, and from 3 to 1 in G3.
From the Location point of view, the most predominant

pattern was the Normalized one, although in the case of
locationswith less activity, the Participatory Patternwasmore
predominant. This reality suggests that in the locations where
the number of actions per user is larger, and this happens
in the intermediate group, which mostly corresponds to a
closer number of helps received by the users. However, in the
locations with lower number of actions, a lower number of
helps or activities per user is also predominant.

From the point of view of the categorical variable Country
of Origin, it is relevant to point out that the most repeated
variable was the local country, and it follows a Normal-
ized Pattern. Apart from this one, the next most frequent
pattern was the Participatory with some few exceptions of
Dissociated Pattern. It can be interpreted in this setting that
local participants, in addition to being a majority, receive
predominantly intermediate assistance and attention, while
other nationalities present a more dissociated reality, so that
some of them receive large attention in terms of number of
helps, and on the contrary less than locals.

Regarding the variable Educational Level, it should be
noticed that the pattern was mostly Standardized, with the
exception of Graduates of Arts and Crafts that followed an
Overloaded Pattern, and in the case of those who have a
School Certificate, who presented a Participatory Model. The
most predominant language was the local, which followed
a Normalized Pattern, compared to the second one, which
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presented a Dissociated Pattern, whereas the rest of them
followed a more Participatory Pattern.

Regarding variables Professional Activity and Labor Sit-
uation, it is relevant to tell that the number of participants
not setting it were a wide majority, and also their pattern was
Participatory. It is also relevant that, in statistical terms, those
participants who did not set or complete this variable were
getting less attention from the Humanitarian Entity. When
this singularity was confronted with the institution, it was
suggested to be consistent with the idea that in the case of
not detailed participant evaluation being developed, it is not
possible to define a tailored solution to attend the participant
needs, which will guide the help that has been developed by
the Humanitarian Organization.

C. VOLUNTEERS AND ENVIRONMENT VIEWS
Focusing on theVolunteers table, and attending to the existing
data distribution, a new structure of G1 to G3 was generated.
Top-Performers were herein those ones that consolidated up
to 50% of the activity, whereas the Standard were those ones
adding the subsequent set up to 75%. Regarding this view, it is
not possible to find homogeneous patterns along the Loca-
tions where the activity takes place, showing Overloaded,
Participatory, Dissociated, and to a lesser extent, Normalized
Patterns.

Under the perspective of Plan or Scheme in Fig. 6, two
schemes concentrated a significant part of the volunteers.
Those two schemes showed an Overloaded Pattern, although
the second in relevance exhibited a slight trend to the Dis-
sociated Pattern. As for variables Programs and Projects,
the Overloaded Pattern standed out, with a better participation
of the Dissociated Pattern in the second place. As for the
analysis carried out by the Days of the Week, it turned out
that the existence of Overloaded Pattern was widespread.
From an interpretation standpoint, we can note that
Top-Performers are volunteers every day of the week without
exception, in other words, the variable coding the day of the
week when the action is performed is not of any interest from
either statistical or technical analysis viewpoints.

Regarding the Environment View, everything previously
expressed was basically reproduced, as there were no new
variables to introduce in the analysis, although some of
the effects indicated above were more clearly appreciated
herein. For instance, this was the case of variable Location
in the three predominant patterns. The Overloaded Pattern
was observed in the two most active locations, followed by a
Normalized Pattern in the larger ones, and by a Participatory
Pattern in the small locations.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Decision making is always a real challenge in organiza-
tions, and in the specific case of non-governmental and non-
profit organizations, their efficiency is directly transferred
to enlarge their social impact and goes to the people in
more need. Sophisticated and complex organizational state-
of-the-art initiatives are often more related to new economy

organization or to very large organization than to the so-called
third sector. It is not that common for the social sector to
cope with state-of-art technology and research in any field,
and especially in the management side, which can limit the
set of available tools. We might think that the reason for
this lack of research activity in the NPO-NGO management
models is not related to the lack of interest from their side, but
rather it is probably associated to other facts. Examples of
them could be disuses in the difficulty to allocate budget
and effort on such activities, which may look externally far
from their core business. This is specially relevant in this
kind of organization due to the fact that these organizations
are strongly scrutinized by their financing bodies (public
administrations and/or the society in general), so that rather
might not see it as justifiable or the associated expenses could
be rejected from direct funders.

However, in general terms and according to the literature,
the early stage planning and the critical report analysis have
a relevant impact on the continuous improvement for almost
any organization. These techniques always rely on the analy-
sis of tracked records and data, normally related to a specific
activity or economic model, and not so often they incorporate
a dynamic view of the organization, or a multiple perspective
for a wide range of simultaneous activities or profiles of
people participating. Big-Data analytics is one of the concepts
that supported our analysis in this work. Several reviews and
tutorials can be found in this setting (as seen in Section II)
which not only highlight the possibilities of these techniques
in the area, but also their applications in other fields.

In this paper, we proposed that the acquisition of knowl-
edge and evidence of the multidimensional reality of a com-
plex organization as CRE can facilitate the decision-making
processes as well as the implementation of organizational
protocols, even when based on a single-variate data model.
Our results demonstrate that the statistical analysis based
on Big Data can open a new and wider perspective of the
organizational dynamics, offering an opportunity to iden-
tify efficiency gaps and spaces where the lack of resources
can be limiting the activity. Additionally, the wide spread
organization and the vast creativity of the volunteers of the
humanitarian organization attached to those in need and the
lack of resources, could arise other efficient (yet difficult to
imagine from a corporate position) models that require to be
deeply analyzed. The strategy proposed in this paper opens
a new perspective to organizational analysis and manage-
ment. The method was applied to a database provided by
CRE, in order to obtain exploratory conclusions regarding
the organizational model and its use of resources and human
capital. The database that was analyzed gathered the num-
ber of interventions on a by-record basis (according to the
province, location, program plan, project, type and sub-type
of action, year, and number of participants). The results of the
simple and principled analysis provided relevant information
and evidence that can help management in decision mak-
ing while reducing uncertainty. The results presented herein
reveal that the principled combination of raw bootstrap,
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map-reduce, mean and standard deviation tests, density tests,
and proportion tests, can extract valuable knowledge for deci-
sion makers. The CREmanagers agreed that it is important to
have this information for support prior to making any changes
in the actual organization. This is particularly significant,
since the methodology presented here takes a descriptive
rather than a causal approach, which could be the focus
of subsequent efforts. Categorical and metric single-variable
tests on the database were proposed and formalized, and in
addition, nonparametric bootstrap resampling was used as a
wide-use nonparametric criterion to establish the statistical
cut-off tests.

As the key conclusion of this work, we would like to
call attention on the global result that a statistical approach
based on exploratory screening and Big Data tests can show
relevant information on the structure of a certain organization,
and it could become a powerful tool for management in the
organizational field. We are currently witnessing the prolif-
eration of new and disruptive organizational models, some of
them really successful (such as Google) and some other not
yet validated (such as ING Agile-Organization), where the
traditional quantitative and structural descriptions may not be
that appropriate to characterize. These new more flexible and
dynamic organizational approaches incorporate a relevant
number of additional elements not strictly measurable or not
strictly static enough to be described and analyzed. The sin-
gularity of CRE, and specially the fact that a very relevant
part of the activity is developed by a floating work-force,
the volunteers, and the unstable demand from the equivalent
to customers (the participants), make together this organiza-
tion a good test bed for these new organization models. CRE
is forced to maintain a flexible and dynamic organization, not
because it wanted to be the state-of-the-art in organization,
but because of its special situation. We understand that this
makes this organization a realization similar to other fash-
ioned companies, and as a consequence, we would like to
argue in that regard that the Big Data statistical modeling
described in this paper may open new opportunities for a con-
tinuous evaluation of efficiency and asset allocation in new
dynamic and flexible organizations. Hence, we consider that
Big-Data models as the one described here, once analyzed
and carefully implemented in a certain company, could pro-
vide outcoming features to be considered as valid inputs for
management report, balance scorecards, and organizational
modeling.

In terms of limitations, and although a large database was
used in this work, it should be considered that just two
provinces were included in this analysis, and so a much larger
effort including the 52 national provinces could be addressed
in the future. Additional studies are possibly including the
regional perspective or further classification of the provinces
according to certain criteria. Another limitation of this work
could be seen from the categorical variables that were not
weighted by any activity or results, but directly analyzed as
they had been recorded in the systems, and so supplemen-
tary information could be extracted from a deeper analysis

considering other relevant ratios suggested from the human-
itarian organization. Also this work is based on a univari-
ate approach, but a principled multivariate approach could
also boost the results and knowledge in an organizational
approach.
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